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INSIDE: LAST TAKE NOTE FOR 2016 

This is the last Take Note of 2016. I cannot believe that the year is 
almost at a close. If I briefly reflect on what we have achieved this 
year it is mind-boggling to say the least, and I can certainly feel it in 
my own energy levels, least of all the staff and boys who are also 
very tired. There are two weeks left until we close with lots to do in 
between. 
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank the School community for producing yet another great MiMs weekend. In particular, I 
would like to thank all the boys for their tremendous resilience, dedication and professionalism during the preparation and the event 
itself. We 
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You will have noticed on the Prize Giving invitation that we are having a slightly different prize giving format this year. On 
Thursday the 8th at 10h30, we will have our final assembly -  here we will be issuing all the certificate award winners, on 
Friday the 9th at 16h30 – 19h30 we will have the formalities of the final prize giving with an interval for the boys’ 
dinner/cocktails for the parents. Parents are welcome to attend the assembly on Thursday if they so wish. 

The tours get underway next Tuesday to PMB, our second last Wednesday concert at school, and then off to Gauteng on 
Thursday. A big thank you to all those that are hosting, feeding and driving the boys all around the province. We sincerely 
appreciate it – I know the boys really love being hosted, and this is definitely a highlight of the year. 

With this being the last Take Note of the year, I would like to thank Mr Geoff Thompson for his exceptional editing skills 
of the Take Note, website, reports, magazine and various other documents. His time and effort in this regard is sincerely 
appreciated and recognised. Thank you Mr Thompson. 

We also bid farewell to James Fish, Nic Wanliss and Ben Botha at the end of the year. I would like to thank them for their 
time in the music department, on tours, on the sports field and in the hostel. I would like to wish these young gents all 
the best in their future endeavours. 

On a different note, please be aware that the hostels will be closed from the 11th December in the late afternoon. Boys 
are asked to take all their belongings home as the hostel gets thoroughly cleaned over this time. I would also suggest 
that this includes bikes and sports equipment as the campus is very quiet over Christmas.  

Kind Regards 

Andrew Stead 
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NEWS FROM THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT 

 

Voice Group of the concert: Altos 

 

                       

Chorister of the Week: 

Liam Muller 

 

 

Commendable performances on stage:  

 

New boy of the week: 

Luke Torres 

 

CONCERT AWARDS – 23 NOVEMBER 

 

Most Valuable contribution to the 
performance: 

Thando Myeza 

 

 

 

 Shashin Rathinasamy 

 Luke Brown 

 Vuyo Mcanyana 

 Michael de Goede 

 Lengana Mashaphu 

 Sakhiwo Tshabalala 

 Alex Brits 

 Jesse Barth 

 Liam Muller 
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DRAKIE CHOIR OLYMPICS 

The Drakie Choir Olympics is a great tradition which usually takes place during Noël Prep. The entire school's 
choristers are divided into two choirs: Cathkin and Injasuthi. The two choirs compete in various categories to 
ultimately become the champions of the Drakie Choir Olympics. Cathkin is currently in the lead.  

 

Drakie Choir Olympics categories include: 

Singing the highest and the lowest note, singing the longest note, a voice group scatter breathing to sing a 
constant note for a minute, the best passer, the best sight-reader, the fastest dresser, the perfect pitch 
challenge, the planking and running relay challenge, the new boy trivia test, etc. 

 

Here are some images from the first round. 
 

 

  

  

Jonathan sings the highest note for 
team Cathkin. 

Miss Botha, astounded by Jonathan’s 
super high A6. 

Connor attempting to sing the lowest 
note for team Cathkin. 

Chef tests Sihle, who sang the lowest 
note for team Injasuthi. 
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Ryan and Johan attempt to sing the 
largest interval. 

A short lived victory for Injasuthi, 
moments before Andre and Michael are 

both eliminated for wearing watches 
with their African uniform. 

Stopwatches out and Sakhiwo sings 
the longest note for the day for team 

Injasuthi. 

  

Team Injasuthi’s  basses attempting the 
scatter breathing category. 

Team Cathkin’s basses attempting the 
scatter breathing category. Okuhle, who won the perfect pitch 

challenge for team Cathkin. 
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MUSIC LESSONS 2017 

 

Parents will receive a letter detailing the information and fee structure of taking music lessons at the DBCS 
in your son’s school report envelope at the end of the term.  This letter will have a reply and permission 
slip which must please be completed and returned on the first day of term next year, should you wish for 
your son to take music lessons next year.   

 

All boys are allowed to take music lessons, however, preference is given to boys who maintain a good work 
ethic. New Boys are only allowed to take lessons if they have received Concert Status. 

 

Mrs. Junine Krüger 
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The boys will return to school after the concert on Tuesday night 29 November. Maximum care will be taken to 
ensure that the busses return to school safely. The bus will be escorted by two support vehicles (one in front 
and one following) and they will travel via Winterton. An sms will be sent to parents informing them of a safe 
arrival at school when the bus arrives back. 
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NEWS FROM THE MARKETING DEPARTMENT  

 

TOURING/ TRAVEL SAFETY 

Just before we embark on our Noёl tour, I thought it important to give you as parents some idea of our safety 
protocols when it comes to the buses and travel arrangements. 

The buses we use all have a very comprehensive check list which is completed before departure at the depot. This 
covers all mechanical, licensing and service information. The tour manager simply asks the driver for this before 
departing with the students – one can quickly ascertain all the information on the bus and its road worthiness.   

The staff member on the bus inspects the bus’s tyres as standard protocol and monitors the driver throughout the 
trip. 

The drivers have a breathalyser test before departure. Steven Wellbeloved has been doing this since last year, and 
will continue to do so. 

When we have to drive in the early part of the morning or evenings (which we try and limit extensively, we ask 
permission from the DPA Chair prior to such arrangements), we drive in convoy to ensure a safe return. I am then 
notified when they arrive. Smsses are sent to parents.  

In the case of an emergency or accident, I am notified as soon as possible and then the following protocols take place: 

 Emergency services are sorted asap. 

 Head notifies the Board Chair.  

 Head notifies the DPA Chair who then communicates to the parents. It is imperative that one line of 
communication is followed in this instance so as to avoid confusion and thereby delay. THIS IS VERY 
IMPORTANT. 

 If necessary, staff are deployed to the emergency asap. 

 Communication channels need to be clear so that information can be disseminated quickly without 
unnecessary panic.  

 We request that parents do not panic - a clear message will be sent from the head.  

 Please do not post anything on social media or liaise with the media. Rather channel any queries directly to 
the head or the DPA Chair.  

 

Your son’s safety is very important to us, but unfortunately in life we cannot always predict accidents. However, we 
try our best to mitigate any such event occurring and continue to trust in the travel mercies granted to us. 

Andrew Stead 
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NEWS FROM THE DPA 

 

Your DPA Committee for 2016/ 17 has been finalised and we are pleased to report the following appointments: 

 

James Brown    Chair 

Thembi Gumede   Vice 

Kim Britz    Treasurer 

Ntabi Sibiya   Secretary 

Mandy and Romeo Kroats  Hosting 

Ghislaine Riceman  KZN Representative (New position) 

Helen Robinson   Events 

Sam Samusuwo   Events 

 

The committee has been busy and are hosting events for New parents/boys in both Durban and Johannesburg on 
Saturday 26th November 2016. 

James Brown 

 

v 

 

“LOUW FAMILY” 

The Louw family visited the Bell Park Dam last weekend. Tim from the Agricultural Association gave us 
a special concession. Thank you! 
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OLD BOY – Jean-Pierre du Plessis 

Jean-Pierre or JP as he is called by his friends, attended DBCS until 1999 when he completed Grade 9. He views 
the DBCS as one of the view places where you still encounter respect, honesty and integrity.  

  

 

 

Our youngest recruit. His dream is to join the 
DBCS when he goes to Grade 4 - he is currently in 
Grade 1. We hope to welcome you back soon! 

 
Lwenziwe Sibiya 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Ayama Khumalo 

28 November 

Gustav Klingbiel 

28 November 

Banzi Pikashe 

30 November 

Christopher de Scally 

1 December 

Luke Gallant 

2 December 
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Calendar  25 November  –   4 December 2016 

 

DRAKENSBERG BOYS CHOIR 

 

 
DATE EVENT TIME 

25 – 28 November Noёl Prep  

25 November Staff Briefing 

Noёl Evening Rehearsal 

10:20 - 10:40 

26 November Noёl Evening Rehearsal 

Staff Christmas Function 

 

18:00 - 22:00 

27 November Noёl Evening Rehearsal  

28 November Staff Briefing 

Noёl Evening Rehearsal 

07:20 - 07:30 

19:00 - 20:30 

29 November - 6 
December 

Noёl Tour  

30 November Wednesday Concert 15:30 - 17:30 
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